
LARGE TV UNIT 
CTBRWAX15-MINI 
w121 x d40 x h50 cm

CORNER TV UNIT 
CTBRWAX16-MINI
w80 x d43 x h50 cm

LAMP TABLE + 1 DRAWER 
CTBRWAX11-MINI
w44 x d38 x h55 cm

NEST OF TABLES 
CTBRWAX12-MINI
Small w39 x d33 x h42 cm 
Large w56 x d38 x h50 cm

2 DRAWER CONSOLE 
TABLE CTBRWAX14-MINI
w85 x d35 x h76m

COFFEE TABLE 
CTBRWAX13-MINI
w100 x d60 x h45 cm

1 DRAWER CONSOLE 
TABLE CTBRWAX24-MINI
w50 x d35 x h76 cm

3 DRAWER 3 DOOR SIDEBOARD 
CTBRWAX19-MINI
w128 x d40 x h86 cm

2 DOOR SIDEBOARD 
CTBRWAX17-MINI
w70 x d35 x h80 cm

1 DRAWER 2 DOOR SIDEBOARD 
CTBRWAX18-MINI
w70 x d35 x h80 cm

DISPLAY CABINET 
CTBRWAX23-MINI 
w90 x d38 x h180 cm

BOOKCASE 800 X 1800 
CTBRWAX21-MINI
w80 x d30 x h180 cm

CORNER BOOKCASE 
CTBRWAX22-MINI
w60 x d30 x h180 cm

BOOKCASE 600 X 1800 
CTBRWAX20-MINI
w60 x d30 x h180 cm

The characteristics of this collection are its natural imperfections such as small knots, cracks, blemishes and slight colour variations. These features are a natural part of any real wood product and make each piece of furniture unique. Care should be taken to avoid extremes of heat and moisture which 
may adversely affect the product. As with all wooden furniture there is likely to be some movement while the wood adjusts to atmospheric conditions. We reserve the right to alter design and dimensions without prior notice. Colours are as accurate as the printing process allows.

A collection of compact sized pieces for the Living and Dining Room 
crafted from Oak and Oak Veneers and finished in a Satin Wax



The characteristics of this collection are its natural imperfections such as small knots, cracks, blemishes and slight colour variations. These features are a natural part of any real wood product and make each piece of furniture unique. Care should be taken to avoid extremes of heat and moisture which 
may adversely affect the product. As with all wooden furniture there is likely to be some movement while the wood adjusts to atmospheric conditions. We reserve the right to alter design and dimensions without prior notice. Colours are as accurate as the printing process allows.

A collection of compact sized pieces for the Bedroom crafted 
from Oak and Oak Veneers and finished in a Satin Wax

3’ BED CTBRWAX27-MINI
w204 x d105 x h110 cm

4’6 BED CTBRWAX02-MINI
w204 x d151 x h110 cm

5’ BED CTBRWAX01-MINI
w215 x d166 x h110 cm

MIRROR CTBRWAX09-MINI
w53 x d6 x h59 cm

3 DRAWER DRESSING TABLE 
CTBRWAX07-MINI
w110 x d40 x h76 cm

5 DRAWER TALL CHEST 
CTBRWAX04-MINI
w50 x d40 x h102 cm

3+4 WIDE CHEST CTBRWAX06-MINI
w125 x d40 x h78 cm

2+3 CHEST CTBRWAX05-MINI
w85 x d40 x h90 cm

3 DRAWER BEDSIDE 
CTBRWAX03-MINI
w45 x d38 x h60 cm

2 DOOR 2 DRAWER WARDROBE 
CTBRWAX10-MINI
w100 x d57 x h190 cm

DRESSING STOOL 
CTBRWAX08-MINI 
w45 x d35 x h46 cm


